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Materials discoveries at extreme conditions: from curiosity 

driven research to advanced functionalities

In collaboration between theory and experiment, we explore materials behavior at pressure up to

1 TPa. Focusing on oxides and nitrides, we present an overview of materials discovered

recently at the multimegabar compressions. We demonstrate that they have fascinating

crystallochemistry and physical properties challenging accepted concepts, like Pauling’s rules

[1] and concept of valence [2]. Considering high-pressure cubic FeO2 and complex and unusual

carbonate, Fe3CO7, we show that oxygen has a formal valence less than 2. Our DFT+DMFT

calculations reproduce and explain reduction of oxygen valence from 2, common for oxides,

down to 1.5 [2]. Combining theoretical simulations with experiment and broadly varying external

parameters, pressure, temperature and composition we have discovered several novel nitrides

[3-5]. Here, we pay attention to one of the major challenges of the high-pressure synthesis in

terms of applications: the need to recover the synthesized material at ambient conditions. We

demonstrate feasibility of the approach for the case of metallic, ultraincompressible and very

hard rhenium nitride pernitride Re2(N2)(N)2, discovered at pressures from 40 to 90 GPa. In

agreement with our theoretical prediction, it has been recovered at ambient conditions, and a

route to scale up its synthesis has been developed [4]. Finally, considering the triclinic phase of

beryllium tetranitride tr-BeN4 we demonstrate that the high-pressure synthesis can be used in a

search for layered materials, precursors of novel 2D-materials. Indeed, BeN4 monolayer, the

beryllonitrene, represents a qualitatively new class of 2D materials that can be built of a metal

atom and polymeric nitrogen chains and host anisotropic Dirac fermions [5].
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